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95 32 320
Cable Cutter (ratchet principle, 3-stage)

  

Sturdy. Easy to use. Stable.●

Innovative ratchet-drive.●

For cable up to 60 mm diameter.●

Easy handling due to low weight (825 g) and compact construction●

(320 mm length) - also usable in confined areas
Cutting through copper and aluminium cables with diameters of up to●

60 mm in one-hand and two-hand operation
Hardened cutting edges, precisely ground, cut smoothly and neatly●

without crushing
For cutting copper and aluminium single conductors as well as●

multiple stranded cables (not suitable for steel wire and wire ropes)
Innovative three-stage ratchet-drive with high leverage for easy●

cutting in one-hand and two-hand operation
Fixed handle with support area for putting down the pliers when●

cutting
High-grade special tool steel, forged, oil-hardened●

The innovative three gear drive permits three operating modes

Fast working with full lift of handles and one-handed operation when cutting through insulation material

Powerfully sliding the sickle knife forward when cutting through the stranded conductor with two hand through use of the central lifting area
(handling opening of between 1/3 and 2/3)

Powerfully pushing the sickle knife forward with one hand to cut through the stranded conductor through use of the first third of the handle lift with
one or two hands

First manual ratchet-action cable cutter for one-hand and two-hand operation for cutting copper and aluminium cables with diameters of up to 60
mm!

Article No. 95 32 320
EAN 4003773075172
Tool black atramentized

Handles with multi-component
grips

Head polished
Cutting capacity
copper cable, multiple-
stranded (diameter) Ø
mm

60

Cutting capacity
copper cable, multiple-
stranded mm²

600

MCM 1200
Length mm 320
Length mm 320
Net weight g 825

technical change and errors excepted
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Spare Parts
Article No. EAN  
95 39 320 01 4003773075714 Pivot cutter repair kit for 95 32 320 and 95 36 320
95 39 320 02 4003773075721 Fixed cutter repair kit for 95 32 320 and 95 36 320


